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Why this (r)esearch?
The Canterbury Men’s Centre (CMC) has the vision of Happy Healthy
Canterbury Men. Seeing that men thrive as fathers is critical to
achieving this.
The day to day experience of the CMC as well as the research shows
that men are most likely to engage and most likely to need help at the
following times in their fatherhood journey.
 Babies (hatched)
 The Relationship Years (matched)
 Ending/ separation times of family/whanau (dispatched)

History of Dads Support Services in
Canterbury:
Largely provided by Father and Child
Trust over the period from 1993 to
2017, the latter decade of which the
Trust was less active. This was largely
in Christchurch, with the lat 5 year
having an office inside the CMC
building resulting in a close
partnership.
Significant national projects were
undertaken over this period with this
including a national magazine and
establishment of an Auckland and an
intermittant Wellington office.

Kidz Need Dadz Canterbury emerged
with the closure of Father and Child,
with this aligning with a national group
of the same name. The resulting
service was a continuation of the
earlier model until December 2019
when the CMC decided to close this
approach and attempt something new.
This report is conducted to establish
the new direction, with much
additional content having been
gathered over the past year from
other providers of family services and
the men using the CMC father/survivor
and counselling services.
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“A place where a man can retain his manliness, where his wairua, whakaaro
Rangatira and physical realms are supported so any familial needs may be
addressed from the core outward”.

The Questionnaire
The CMC sent out a survey form on 16 April, 2020, seeking feedback from those on its mailing list with
the bulk of those being health and community workers in the Canterbury region.

# of Subscribers
# of “Opens” (in their email inbox)
% opened
# Clicked on survey
# completed survey

775
1407
28%
28
9
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The New Baby Years “Hatched”
The needs of dads:

1. Dads of new children are willing to and wanting to engage with other dads in a group
setting, especially in the case that it is their first time around.
2. Some Dads are reporting not having been engaged by support services of any kind.
Midwifes typically engage the father, but minimally and in some cases the dads perceive
this as being one where they feel marginalized.
3. Antenatal classes were described as being a great time to reach dads, but were noted to
be highly variable in the quality of their provision from a dad’s perspective.
4. Screening/inclusion of dads by the police and others for family/whanau violence
victimization is a significant gap reported by both CMC staff, other providers, and the
dads themselves with this being more acutely experienced by Maori dads.
5. Dads aren’t aware that they are vulnerable to postnatal depression at similar levels to
and usually in conjunction with the mother of their child.
6. Staff note that those with harsher childhoods are most likely to experience problematic
partners/whanau and mothers of their children.
7. The Covis-19 and resulting work displacement is resulting in an increase in the previous
need of support for stay at home dads. Examples include a lack of inclusion in
informal/formal parenting networks, shifts in partner dynamics (both reporting distress
in this), gaps in knowledge about providing in house education and as mentioned
previously a lack of engagement by support services.
Recommended responses:

1. Weekly dads support group (with/without children?).
2. More effective outreach to dads of new children, possibly via Plunkett and midwives.
This might the Blokes Books, but there is call for a much more truncated and targeted
resource for dads that would engage with the challenge as well as the opportunity.
3. Engaging antenatal training to improve the experience of dads.
4. Engage police about the matter of the missing engagement with men in as victims in
domestic violence situations. Heighten community awareness of this matter.
5. Advocate for/provide early intervention for dads with trauma history.
6. Seek to provide relevant support for solo dads, drawing on the previous relevant
regional research. This should be relevant for dads that slipped into the primary
provider role.
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The Relationship Years: “Matched”
The needs of dads:

1. Support with conflict with partner and whanau.
2. Many dads report marginalization during the antenatal, post-natal and birthing process
by health providers. The dads weren’t thinking they should be the centre of the process
and at the same time felt marginalized in many (most?) cases.
3. Dads when they do reach the limited available support services are very likely to be in
acute situations of need as well as legacy issues that are warranting support such as
childhood trauma.
Recommended responses:

1. Provide couples conflict and counselling support, expanding and promoting it beyond
the current limited promotion. Raise awareness of this as an option.
2. Provide an experience for dads where at some point they are the centre of attention by
a provider separate from the mom’s experience. This could be as simple as a text of
Hello from someone like the CMC, but very much about them being a dad.
3. Support health literacy for dads during the “hatched” period, as well as informing them
about relevant options. Paper and video link resources were the ones most mentioned
as most likely have a low cost impact.
4. Continue and build on the current CMC practice of informing men of their health and
support options, with that covering the whole life course.

The Ending/Separation Years: “Dispatched”
The needs of dads:

1. At the time of separation and for the next decade men are vulnerable to self-harm,
especially if they have lost the primary carer role.
2. Significant loss of friends/supports on separation led to more isolation, often acute.
3. The loss of “home” is an acute one for most dads on separation with the practical need
to establish a new one being an added burden.
4. Dads are typically experiencing a resource shortage for the first five years after
separation with this having impact on their capacity to care for children while fulfilling a
work role. Time is one of the resource shortages, especially men in more acute
situations. The combined need to establish a new home, earn more income, establish
co-parenting relationships, establish new schedules at a time of emotional turmoil
presents significant distress.
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5. Dads can be confronted at short notice by family court orders/procedures, a forum in
which they have little or no knowledge, and little capacity to respond. There are many
types of challenges related to the Family Court.
6. Those dads that experience intimate partner violence are much more likely to
experience formal and informal attempts by the mother to alienate them from their
mutual children. This behavior is also experienced at significant levels also by men that
report little abuse during the partnership period.
7. Long delays in supervised access arrangement at the service level.
8. Dads that are seeking support feel significant pain/distress, with this in some cases
being expressed as anger, depression, anxiety, drug/smoking and alcohol dependency,
and suicide. Their need is acute, often well advanced in harm and requires swift
engagement.
Recommended responses:

1. Dads need a clear offer of services available after work hours. This to involve screening
and after care for a number of critical matters. It should be one-on-one, peer based as
there is the need for swift engagement. A base knowledge and advise about practical
pathways would be part of the worker knowledge base.
2. Support group(s) for dads in this situation.
3. A paper resource with basic advice and links to other options is a practical low cost
approach to care, if the doorway to reach significant men is available.
4. The offer of supports should be highly visible for “dispatched” dads and link to them via
The Family Court, lawyers, other providers likely to come across them. The ex-partner as
well as other whanau and workplace settings are also good ways to reach dads needing
this support.
5. Engage in improving (providing?) supervised access or operating in ways that see that
fewer dads experiencing these orders.

Other Suggestions from the survey include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

A support response at various parts in the city.
Advocacy and support for engaging with Work and Income, IRD, Child Support
Help for solo dads that are essential workers (pandemic response period).
Counselling, noting financial capacity of most dads is limited.
Preparation for men to become dads (arguably an antenatal engagement project), plus
on-going connection/ support networks (like Plunkett does for mothers), plus childcare
education.
Training/Qualification for community groups that are meant to be dad inclusive to
ensure quality improvements.
On-line forums.
Ensuring dads know where they can go for support for discussions with other
experienced dads, and to talk about finance.
A campaign that celebrates dads of various kinds and informs them about being dads.
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10. Support for dads with violent partners.
11. Workshops on childcare.

Conclusion:
The theme chosen for this research of hatched matched and dispatched was shared with this author by
an older insurance salesman. They recognized that births, marriage and death are the times that people
are most likely to engage in major life decisions.

There is significant reason to believe that these times are also the times men are most likely to be
motivated to bring about positive change in themselves. One example is that smoking cessation
research shows that dads of new babies are highly responsive to encouragement to quit at this time.
Supporting men when they are most receptive to it would likely be an efficient use of resources to
improve their outcomes and the resulting whanu and community outcomes.

Thanks so much to those that participated in the survey as well as those that took the time to read the
draft and suggest improvements prior to publication. Hopefully as a result of this limited effort
Canterbury dads/whanau are more likely to thrive.
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Appendix 1
Replies to Questions
The data is presented below as received with no comments removed thought identifying information is
stripped from the data (stated at the beginning of the questionnaire).

Q1 What are the current gaps for dads, knowing that our goal for them is "Happy Healthy Canterbury
Men"?

Travel to Mens Cetnre, I'd be keen to how could set up something in area i work in; <my area>, i get
referrals but know how great it is for guys to have other guys to work alongside, not just in prof role but
peer or practical role

A lot of what I believe is missing is just having support or someone that men ( who aren't good at
communicating anway ) can speak to be able to ask & understand all relevant info regarding : legal
issues , IRD / Child support , working for families , WINZ entitlements & all of those sort of things , yes
you can ring the agencies directly but often that isn't always the easiest and your left waiting on hold or
in ques for hours , or it like they speaking a different language because you just don't understand the
processes but having people who know how to do things and have done it and been able to access the
right stuff would be fantastic I believe .

Outside of work hours support group for single Dads every evening during the week. So every Dad can
gain support because shared custody means that all the Dads that want to attend won't be able to on
the evenings that have their children. Everyone's schedule will differ. Plus some may want to come more
than once per week.

Support with children if the are considered essential workers

One on One councilling would be great. I appreciate you're moving to peer support but its often difficult
for dads to accept help in the first place - having a trained councilor may be more acceptable if they're
taking that step.

"review of all antenatal classes. Content and facilitators. There are wonderful ones and there are
Matronising other women who are still getting over their last disappointing man.

Content of all programmes needs review to see what is there for men.
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a father -friendly tick for all family services following training and agency examination."

A safe and supportive environment of genuine care and concern. An environment within which men can
express or learn to express themselves and to articulate their needs. A place where a man can retain his
manliness, where his wairua, whakaaro Rangatira and physical realms are supported so any familial
needs may be addressed from the core outward.

Education and support preparing young men to be fathers.
"Mechanisms to connect with other dads

It's not like Plunket has set us up and networked dads, as they do mums (I know we can go to Plunket)

Focus is on mums more than dads

Breaking in to school gate conversations for men, not easy. Probably not easy for women either, but it
seems impossible for men somedays"

Q2. What should exist to improve things for dads? How should that response be done?

Online forums...which i thinkyou doing. IN all honesty, ask them.

again just knowing there is somewhere you can go & access information / support easily and being able
to actually discuss finances and all other things with other dads and people who have been there and
done it successfully would also be very beneficial and take a lot of stress of struggling fathers .

Guidance on how to cope with separation and shared custody of children. Facilitated support groups
and one on one help / councelling.

Flexibility regarding bubbles at this time ie Child care within a second bubble - not just the co-parenting
option

maybe a campaign the promotes their role. maybe just posters put up to affie their responsibilities.
could be different ones for different circumstances eg for those that are the main caregiver, for those
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who co parent and support their partners/partners support them relationship, for those who are
separated and want ideas of what to do with their children when they have them for short periods.

As above . Attention to men who cant talk easily about violence from their partners
Strategic Planning formulae and resourcing assists necessary to meet the huge variety of mens needs.
Strong support networks activated when needed for this role!

Workshops on childcare.

Men probably need to build it themselves, but groups outside of the pub or sports

Q3. If you or your agency would like to be involved in some way in partnering on this, can you say more,
please? We would be in touch to say hi. PS Leave your contact info as well.

Love to set something up <here> alongside people who already doing things. I get alot of referrals, of
people who locals may not know about who need help, due to sensitive issues, but have a name of a
local guy who is keen to set things up, so maybe collaborative approach where I can feed men into some
sort of group etc. SOmething local is key as often men I work w , don't want to travel far.

<We> would love to be involved. since Lockdown all staff have ZOOM capabilities so it wouldn't be
difficult to attend a group to offer some advice re managing lockdown, play ideas or later when out of
lockdown some advice on development, age and stage play and behavior etc. I'd be very happy to be
contacted to discuss further

good idea

Happy to search our collection for books and videos to help men learn more about childcare.

<We> would love to be more men centred but the mens centre is doing such a good job, why reinvent
the wheel?"
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Appendix 2: The Questionairre
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